GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
DEPARTMENT OF ATOMIC ENERGY
DIRECTORATE OF CONSTRUCTION, SERVICES & ESTATE MANAGEMENT
Vikram Sarabhai Bhavan, Anushaktinagar, Mumbai – 400 094

PUBLIC NOTICE

Directorate of Construction, Services & Estate Management (DCSEM), Government of India, Department of Atomic Energy, has obtained Environmental Clearance for the construction projects under Expansion of the Anushaktinagar Township, Located under the jurisdiction of “M”(E) ward, of MCGM at Trombay, Anushaktinagar, Mumbai, from Environment Department, Government of Maharashtra, vide their reference file No. SEAC-2010/CR.618/TC.2, dated 11th March, 2011 and is also granted consent to establish by Maharashtra Pollution Control Board, Kalpataru Point, 2nd, 3rd & 4th Floor, Sion (E), Mumbai, vide EIC No. MU-2177/11; Infrastructure Project/LSI; Consent No. BO/RO(HQ)/CE/CAC-42, dated 08.04.2011.

The clearance covers thirty (30) proposed buildings (i.e. 19 Residential, 5 Offices, 1 Hostel, 3 Amenities and 2 Schools) having total built up area of 298371 sq.m for an Estimated cost of Rs.898 crores. Out of these 30 buildings, some will be new construction and some will be extension to the existing structures.

These Projects shall be constructed on the land of Anushaktinagar Township bearing C.T.S. No. 267 to 271, 273, 278, 279, 282, 284 & 286 of Village Anik; 81, 81/1 to 81/54 of Village Mandal; 443/54 to 443/80, 443/82, 443/84 to 443/90, 443/92 to 443/95, 443/97 to 443/101, 443/103, 443/105 to 443/112, 443/114, 443/115, 443/118, 443/120, 443/121, 443/122, 443/127, 443/128, 443/130 to 443/132, 443/134 to 443/136 to 443/159, 443/161 to 443/177 of Village Denoor; 180a, 181a, 182a/1 to 182a/70, 182a/72 to 182a/165, 183a, 183b/1, 183a/2, 183b/3, 183a/4a, 183b/5 to 183b/7, 183a/8 to 183a/25, 185, 185/1 to 185/8 & 184 of Village Manakhurd; 1, 1/1 to 1/141 of Village Manbudruk; 774 & 776 of Village Borla.

In this respect, copies of Clearance letter are available with the Maharashtra Pollution Control Board and may also be seen at Website at http://envis.maharashtra.gov.in and Departmental Website www.dcsem.gov.in. (This is published as a statutory requirement of above cited SEAC clearance).

-   Director, DCSEM.